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Partridge India, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Through a reading of selected literary texts Shivani Jha
integrates nature and society and demonstrates the outcome when one is severed from the other.
The first two chapters on The Hungry Tide and Walden take into account the dispossessed aspect of
both the human and the nonhuman worlds and point towards environmental conservation and
sustainable development. The next two chapters based on the works of T.S Eliot and Herman
Melville highlight the anthropocentric attitude of humans, the havoc it wreaks on the nonhuman
world and the impact it has on the human psyche. The last two chapters are readings in deep
ecology that dwell on works of Wordsworth and Hemingway directing the reader s gaze to the
pristine, natural world and the harmonious relationship that the humans are capable of having
with it. The focus of the book is on reviewing the relationship of humans and environment and the
need for recognizing the rights of the nonhumans-the aim that underlies the theoretical paradigm
of ecocriticism.
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Reviews
This ebook may be worth getting. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through again once more down the road.
You will not sense monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Golden Fla tley
This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through time. I realized
this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Da x Her z og
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